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Maestro® High-Density
Stack Chair
Stackable Convenience
Maestro is ideal for areas that require
high-density, movable seating. Chairs
can be set up, re-arranged, stacked,
moved, and stored - adding
versatility to nearly any application.
From 10 chairs in a break room to
100 in a cafeteria to 1,000 in a
lecture hall or convention center,
Maestro chairs are the easy solution
in any high-density seating
environment.
Reliable Toughness
Set them up. Move them around.
Stack them up. And, do it over and
over again. Maestro chairs are built
to withstand vigorous use and still
provide years of convenient, versatile
seating. Maestro is priced to
accommodate high-volume seating
needs and modest budgets.
A Matter of Choice
Choose your style from chairs with
poly seats and backs, poly backs with
upholstered seat pads or upholstered
seat and back pads (optional tablet
arm, too). Design options range
from sophisticated neutrals to
energizing bright colors for both
seats and frames.
Stack Maestro 10-high on the floor or
stack poly chairs 38-high and upholstered
chairs 15-high on a dolly.

Upholstered seat and back pads provide
extra comfort and a more refined look, yet
still have high-density stacking capabilities.

Specifications

W19-1/4 D21-1/4 H31-1/2
Seat: W18 D17-1/2 H17-1/2
Seat pad adds 1/2" to seat height
Tablet: W12 D20-1/2

Integrated handle in the seat back allows
for easy lifting, moving and stacking.

Learn more about
Maestro High-Density
Stack Chair

Ganging or non-ganging glide options
accommodate any flooring surface – from
carpet to tile to wood – and any application.

Printed on FSC® certified paper
using only vegetable-based inks,
including metallics. Please recycle.
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